


Taking welding into the 
future since 1950.
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INE is a company in perfect harmony between the past and future. Founded in 1950, as a 
manufacturer of welding electrodes, it has become one of the few totally independent Italian 
companies in the sector. The constant search for excellence and the international approach 
make INE a company focused on the future, capable of generating innovation in all areas of 
application.

Over the years, the range of consumables and equipment for the welding industry has expanded 
and is constantly being renewed.
This is thanks to the commitment to research and development, the expertise of specialised 
technicians and the production capabilities of the two sites of Cittadella and Bagnoli, in the 
heart of Veneto, the Italian manufacturing district.

INE’s history is characterised by daily commitment, passion and an enterprising spirit, which is 
strengthened day by day.

A story founded on innovation
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Working every day with a common goal

INE’s mission contains a very specific goal, to improve welding through 
innovation and the pursuit of excellence. From product development to after-
sales, the company is always at the customer’s side, to respond effectively to 
any need and offer a high added value service.
This is because INE is committed to enhancing and promoting made in Italy 
industrial heritage and guarantees a product traced and checked in every 
detail.
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Values to believe in
Quality – Collaboration – Innovation – Human and professional ethics

Any goal without a shared value does not have the power to produce 
change. For this reason, every INE employee believes in the values that the 
company has always promoted. The pursuit of quality at every stage of design 
and production requires the commitment of everyone to ensure high and 
unwavering standards.
INE operates as a large system where each part contributes to overall growth 
and success.
With this spirit of collaboration, the company brings innovation to the sector, 
supporting the customer with a strong customer service network and always 
working with complete respect for professionalism and people.

SOSTITUIRE FOTO
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Italian spirit as a talent

INE has strong roots in the local area, offering Italian production. From raw material research to 
machining and production, INE guarantees the provenance and correct execution of each step of the 
process.
The choice to protect and promote Made in Italy has its beginnings in INE’s own story.
Since 1950, the company has chosen to protect its independence, in a market increasingly dominated 
by multinationals. Thanks to this, INE has evolved and has been able to consolidate its presence 
throughout the world.
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From Italy to the world

INE’s quality is recognised and appreciated internationally with a vast, strong 
distribution network, an established presence in the five continents and continuous 
growth in markets where welding is rapidly developing. 

60-70% of INE’s sales volumes relate to export activities.
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Investing in experience

INE has always valued skills and experience, investing consistently in the 
training of its employees. Thanks to the collaboration with nationally accredited 
bodies and institutes, the company’s professionals receive the most prestigious 
certifications in the sector.
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Certifying quality

Each and every production phase strives to achieve excellence, for this reason 
the in-house quality control laboratory is the flagship of the entire process. It is 
equipped with the most modern equipment for the mechanical and chemical 
characterisation of metal alloys.
During the assembly process, each individual welding machine is tested and 
undergoes a strict set of controls, to verify the quality standard of the products.
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Innovators, manufacturers, consultants

INE brings innovation in welding through increasingly personalised products
and, above all, through consultancy and customer guidance.
INE technicians are also specialised in customer service and are able to offer a 
high-level of support in meeting customer needs.
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Products and services

The INE catalogue is full of solutions and products designed to meet the needs of a diverse and 
international clientele. From consumables to welding machines, from safety tools to accessories, the 
product range offers high technology, variety and flexibility. 

Safety Welding 
Machines 

Filler Materials Abrasives and 
Accessories
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Filler materials

ElectrodesFlux cored 
wires

TIG rods

INE consumables come from careful and accurate processing and from 
selected raw materials. The supplier steelworks must comply with strict 
requirements in terms of chemical composition and quality of the material. 
The product range developed is the widest and most diverse, and allows the 
customer to find the best solution for every need.

Solid wires 
Submerged arc
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Welding machines

INE welding machines are designed by the in-house technical office and 
individually assembled. The innovation that underpins it is constantly 
evolving and adapts to the demands of the market.
High technology transforms INE machines into reliable tools for accurate 
working, with advanced applications even in robotics and industrial 
automation.

MMA TIGMIG MAG SUBMERGED
ARC PLASMA
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Safety Accessories and abrasives

INE brand safety accessories are 
designed to guarantee the best 
performance and comply with the 
standards imposed in welding. A 
complete range of masks, gloves and 
clothing to choose from.

For a precise and quality finishing 
process, INE offers a range of
accessories and abrasives.
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Traceability system

Welding is a process that requires maximum attention and professionalism by the operator, but also the 
use of products guaranteed and designed to ensure high performance.
Every single reel produced by INE is subjected to a comprehensive traceability system. The 
Manufacturing Execution System makes it possible to have all production information available, through 
the traceability of each reel, from the finished product to the single bundle.
The MES works to collect production data, through the networked drawing machines. These data are 
then analysed to increase the production efficiency and quality of the final product.
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International certifications

In every activity, from research to production, INE promotes the culture of excellence, for this reason its 
products obtain quality certifications and approvals from the major international bodies.
Established experience in this field allows INE to accompany and support
customers in the certification of welding processes, with a dedicated consulting service.
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Via Facca, 10 - 35013 Cittadella (PD) Italy

www.ine.it | ine@ine.it

Tel. +39 049 94 81 111
Fax +39 049 94 00 249
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